Abstract
Introduction
In the era of knowledge-based economy, knowledge has become an important factor of competition and innovation. However, as the Internet and digital resources grow explosively, people are generally facing unprecedented pressure to learn and suffering the cognitive overload. Recently, Search Engines are being used to narrow the scope in accessing knowledge. And Resource Management Systems, such as Digital Library System, are being applied to categorization, navigation and retrieval services. These systems have overcome the problem to a certain extent and improved the efficiency of knowledge acquisition. However, these Resource Management Systems are suffering following deficiencies: only keyword-based and metadata-based searches are supported, hence users' multi-level and multi-grain size of the demand for knowledge acquisition can not be met; only providing tree perspective and anonymous hyperlink, so that the inherent associations between knowledge and their semantic relations such as causation, preorder, case can not be expressed, resulting in the problem of "Disorientation" [1] ; additionally, incremental value service such as topic navigation and guidance, resource annotation and outline marking are insufficient. The reason of these problems is that the inherent associations among knowledge are ignored, and moreover, that the organization model is inconsistent with human cognition in keyword-based and metadatabased methods. In order to implement a interactive and navigation learning system, which reflects the inherent relations between knowledge and provide learners with personalized incremental value services, a new knowledge construction system for massive knowledge resource need to be built.
The term "knowledge construction" comes from cognitive science. The constructivism theory indicates that human's cognitive process is a process of building knowledge, i.e., based on the acquired knowledge and experience, turning the external information into human's internal awareness. In the field of information science, we bring this term to describe the process of constructing knowledge structure that accords with the inherent relations between knowledge. According to the viewpoints of constructivism theory, if the knowledge structure is based upon the association of knowledge elements, it will be more conducive to human's cognition [2] . A knowledge element is the smallest selfcontained knowledge unit that gives expression to knowledge [3] , for example, definitions, theorems, rules and algorithms of a specific subject. This paper presents a new collaborative knowledge construction system for massive knowledge resources. The basic idea can be concluded as follows: 1) acquire basic knowledge factors from unstructured knowledge resources including metadata, concepts and their semantic relations, knowledge elements and associations of knowledge elements; 2) according to the correlativity of concepts and knowledge elements, generate a topic map [4] that represents the inherent relations of knowledge contained in the local resource, namely local topic map; 3) integrate all local topic maps from different resource nodes to generate a global topic map, which shows a panorama of knowledge in a specific domain. Here, collaboration in the process is reflected in two aspects: first, the global topic map is generated through a distributed integration process from local to global, i.e., the local topic maps are generated respectively by resource nodes and integrated into a global topic map; second, concept and concept relation acquisition, and knowledge element and association of knowledge elements acquisition are not two independent processes but a united and interactive processes based on each other's results.
Topic Maps (TM) is an ISO standard for the representation and interchange of knowledge, which is formally known as ISO/IEC 13250:2002 [4] . It will become the solution for organizing and navigating large and continuously growing information pools [5] . A topic map represents information using TAO structure, i.e. topics (representing any concept, from people, countries, and organizations to software modules, individual files, and events), associations (representing the relationships between topics), and occurrences (representing information resources relevant to a particular topic), which are defined in an XML syntax XTM [6] . It builds a structure semantic network above information resources. Hence, the topic map can not only express the semantic relations between topics (concepts), but also locate the resource entity related to a specific topic. Compared to the metadata-based knowledge resource organization, the topic map realizes semantic organization and connection between physical resource entities and abstract concepts, providing users with a knowledge navigation interface based on semantic relations between concepts. In this paper, collaboration knowledge construction aims at constructing a global topic map to support the domainoriented knowledge resource organization and management.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The collaborative knowledge construction system architecture is described in detail in Section 2. Section 3 addresses problems of acquiring knowledge factors from knowledge resources. Section 4 presents the extended topic map (ETM) model and proposed methods for ETM generation and integration, which is the core of this paper. A case study on the system is given in Section 5. And conclusion and future works are discussed in Section 6.
Collaborative Knowledge Construction System Architecture
The basic design method of collaborative knowledge construction system can be summarized as follows:
a. Acquire basic knowledge factors from knowledge resources including metadata, concepts and their relations, knowledge elements and associations of knowledge elements b. Store these knowledge factors and their related resource entities c. Generate local topic maps using knowledge factors d. Integrate all local topic maps to generate a global topic map Figure 1 shows the collaborative knowledge building process, which indicates that the system is composed of three important modules: module for acquiring knowledge factors, module for generating local topic maps and module for topic maps integration.
Acquiring knowledge factors: the main function of this module is to acquire knowledge factors of different dimensionality and granularity cooperatively from domain-oriented knowledge resources, including metadata, concepts and concepts relations, knowledge elements and associations of knowledge elements. These knowledge factors will be stored in distributed databases that will not only cooperate with the knowledge factors extracting process to accomplish the acquiring function of the module but also give collaboration to the module of generating local topic maps on a distributed node.
Generating local topic maps: this module implements the function of generating local topic maps according to the acquired knowledge factors on a distributed node. Concepts and concepts relations, knowledge elements and associations of knowledge elements are used cooperatively with each other to generate the corresponding topic maps.
Global topic maps integration: local topic maps on all distributed nodes are integrated to a global topic map cooperatively by this module. The knowledge integrating and evolvement is a distributed, dynamic and long-term process. Proper synchronization mechanism must be applied to control operations of different distributed nodes and the topic map needs to be updated as the domain knowledge changes.
Acquiring Basic Knowledge Factors from Knowledge Resources
The knowledge factors represent different granularity units that reflect knowledge information in resource entities. Metadata, concept, concept relation are traditional knowledge factors. And research on acquisition of them has been developed intensively. In this section, we discuss the technologies on acquisition of metadata, concept, and propose viable ways to address acquisition of concept relations, knowledge elements, and associations of knowledge elements. Our related work in this area can be found in [8] [9] [10] .
Metadata Acquisition
Metadata [11] , including title, author, subject, and keyword etc., describes the fundamental information about a document of knowledge resource. Recently, a series of researches on metadata acquisition have been carried out. These methods can be summed up in two types, method based on rules and method based on Figure 1 . A diagram of collaborative knowledge building process statistics namely. For the former, different rules for different types of documents are defined to acquire a certain kind of metadata [12] and some technologies from nature language processing are also used [13] . Researches on statistical methods are later started and usually machine learning tools for classification and information extraction are adopted such as SVM [14] , CRF (Condition Random Field) [15] . However, the following problems still need to be addressed: Firstly, recent works can only deal with limited types of documents whose formats are certain extend fixed, but unfortunately documents of knowledge resources are varying from types. Secondly, text, format and shallow semantic information are mainly use to represent documents while deep semantic information of document and metadata are deficient. Thirdly, types of metadata are limited in title, author, and address etc; in fact there are more different types of metadata. In order to support the metadata-based and keyword-based search, we still need acquiring metadata from knowledge resources, but it will not be discussed in our extend topic map model.
Concepts and Concepts Relation Acquisition
Concepts of a domain are words given conventional meaning in a certain subject, namely terms. Automatic acquiring concepts turns into a task of extracting specific words in a domain documents set which is usually composed of unstructured texts. Each text is segmentalized into sentences and concepts extraction is based on sentence. Each word in a sentence may be the beginning of a term, in a term, or out of a term, abbreviated as B, I, or O respectively. Hence, we can consider the task as a sequence tagging problem and deal with it using sequence tagging skill. The main process can be described as follows: Firstly, a training sentence set must be labeled artificially forehand, i.e. every word of a sentence is tagged with the label B, I, or O; Secondly, a learning algorithm such as MEMM (Maximum Entropy Markov Model) or CRF is chosen for training the sequence tagging model; Thirdly, a new sentence can be labeled automatically using the trained model and the word tagged with B or words tagged starting with B and ending with seriate I compose a term.
Concepts relation represents the semantic relation between two concepts. There are a lot of definitions on the semantic relations between concepts. In this paper we focus on three key relations namely synonymous relation, hyponymy relation and meronymy relation. Given a professional article, identify all the concepts involved in one sentence, each two terms are composed to one pair, and then a candidate set of concept pairs can be formed. Since there are three kinds of relations, all the concepts pairs can be divided into four classes. Then, the process to acquiring concepts relations can be treated as a multi-category classification. Generally three types of feature may be used for feature representation of a concept pair, including order of concepts, term appearance and context information [9] .
Knowledge Elements and Association of Knowledge Elements Acquisition
A knowledge element is the smallest knowledge unit that expresses knowledge such as definitions, theorems, rules and algorithms of a specific subject [3] . The association of knowledge elements indicates the semantic relation between two knowledge elements, including preorder, reference, instance, dependence, etc [10] . To acquire knowledge elements and knowledge elements association of a domain, the following four sub-processes, namely semantic paragraph division, knowledge element classification, anonymous association acquisition and association recognition are presented. And the key problems are taxonomy and feature representation of knowledge elements, knowledge element extraction, and anonymous association acquiring and association type recognition.
Based on the description of taxonomy of knowledge elements, the vector space model can be taken to represent features of knowledge elements. We can choose proper features to represent knowledge elements such as text feature (e.g. bag of words using TFIDF), term information and other text structure information.
And then we can use classification methods to acquire knowledge elements. With the background knowledge of domain concepts, similarity of each two knowledge elements can be calculated through vector space model using term feature.
Generation and Integration of Extended Topic Map

Extended Topic Map
Topic map offers a powerful and promising technology for intelligent organization resources. However, it lacks of the semantic relation on knowledge element level. To coincide with the human cognitive model better and provide multi-level and multi-granularity knowledge, the novel concept of Extended Topic Map (ETM) is proposed here. ETM extends TM by adding knowledge element, association of knowledge element and association between concepts (topics) and knowledge elements. In the ETM model, the knowledge resources organization based on the relationship chain "concept -knowledge elementresource entity" is more comprehensible to learners. We compare the logic models for knowledge resource organization between TM and ETM in Figure 2 . Figure  2 Figure 3(b) , the concept t 6 is associated with the knowledge ke n ; the knowledge element ke 1 resides in the resource entity kr 1 . 
Generate local ETMs
What the basic knowledge factors acquisition model generates are independent knowledge structures on the knowledge element level and the concept level. To build up an ETM, we must construct the relationship between the two levels, especially the relation between concepts and knowledge elements. Based on the discussion in section 3, the concept set C, the knowledge element set KE and the function α , β , ϕ can all be specified. Hence the key problem of generating the ETM is to find the function θ . The relation between concepts and knowledge elements can be constructed through their similarity. Firstly, relation between knowledge elements and its containing concepts can be built; and then new concepts can be extended level by level through the inner concepts; lastly according to the similarity between the new extended concepts and the knowledge element, their relation can be constructed. The detailed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3 Through the algorithm shown in Figure 3 we can build the functionθ , i.e., the relation between concepts and knowledge elements. And then, logically the extended topic map of the local knowledge resources can be built. 
Integration of ETMs
The goal of ETMs integration is to build a domain global ETM. Suppose there are t different nodes {N 1 ,N 2 ,…,N t } that can generate local ETMs independently, composing a cooperative network for global ETM integration. The node managing the global ETM is referred to the host node and all others the assistant nodes. Here we assume that N 1 is the only host node.
Integration strategy.
We propose two strategies for integration named "centralized" strategy and "distributed" strategy.
The centralized strategy is similar to Client/Server model. The host node N 1 plays as a server and all the assistant nodes submit their generated local ETMs to the host node. The host node can deal all these submitted ETMs using a FCFS queue. Each time the head ETM of the queue is taken to be integrated into the global ETM. This strategy is simple and manageable. However, workload is not balanced between the host node and assistant nodes.
To improve the utilization rate of all nodes, the distributed strategy allows the assistant nodes to integrate ETMs themselves. Instead of maintaining only global ETM on the host node, it keeps many partial global ETM on different assistant nodes and ensures that any two partial global ETMs have no intersection, i.e. no common concepts or knowledge elements. When a new local ETM etm has generated by a node, it will be integrated into the partial global ETM that has the maximum intersection with it (denoted as pgETM), and any other partial global ETM that has intersection with etm must be integrated with pgETM. If no partial global ETM has intersection with etm, etm will then be made into a new partial global ETM. Finally, all the partial global ETM will be integrated into the global ETM. The detailed process is illustrated in Figure 4 . Unlike the centralized strategy's sequential integration process on the host node, the distributed strategy's integration process can be carried out in parallel on the whole cooperative network. However, in the worst condition, when every new generated ETM has intersection with the first partial global ETM, the distributed strategy is degraded to the centralized one. 
The algorithm in Figure 5 shows how one ETM is integrated into the other one. 
Case study
The proposed methods are being applied for knowledge construction in the domain of computer networks. We first extract knowledge factors from the collected documents of computer networks books using technologies introduced in section 3. And then the ETM are generated and integrated according to the algorithms presented in section 4. Part of the global ETM in domain of computer network is shown in Figure 6 .
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Conclusion and Future Works
A new knowledge construction system based on ETM was proposed in this paper, which includes three important modules: knowledge factors acquisition module, local ETM generation module and global ETM integration module. The ETM model derives from topic map yet is more suitable for knowledge resource organization and user's navigation learning. We introduced some skills for acquiring knowledge factors and developed algorithms for local ETM generation and global ETM integration. We have also developed an edit and presentation tool for ETM and a prototype of navigation learning system based on ETM. Due to lack of space, we could not present these works here.
In future, we will continue our research on methods more efficient and more intelligent for acquiring concepts and concepts relations, knowledge elements and association of knowledge elements. In addition, the integration of ETMs and management for global domain ETMs are still challenging to be put into practice when facing the mass knowledge resource.
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